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Chapter 70.1: King of hitmen’s pain 1/2 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh. 

Kaiser went into a daze, what is that sound? Turning his head around, he saw a big sized pit bull that was 

currently scratching onto its ear. 

When did it come to my side, I actually didn’t sense it at all! Kaiser couldn’t help but took in a deep 

breath. Luckily it was only just a dog. If it was my enemy, I would have definitely suffered an injury right 

now. 

“Shoo, shoo, shoo, go play somewhere else.” Kaiser pretended that he was going to give the dog a few 

hits, wanting to just quickly chase this dog away. 

“Woo~” Lie Gu raised its head up and howled and Kaiser’s expression changed. This damned dog, the 

people in the bar will most likely be alerted now! I will just have to come back another day! 

At this time, Ye Hua walked out of the bathroom while wiping his hair with the towel, whereas the 

beautiful woman who was on the bed was still waiting for Ye Hua. Qing Ya just wasn’t able to sleep if she 

didn’t hug onto him. 

“Where did that dog of yours went to? It has been a few days seen I last saw it.” Hearing the howling 

sound of a dog that was coming from the outside, Qing Ya asked curiously. 

Ye Hua took off his slippers and lied down on the bed. Qing Ya conveniently leaned over and Ye Hua very 

naturally held onto Qing Ya’s shoulder, all of it was so natural and smooth. The two seemed to have 

forgotten their previous agreement. 

“It found a partner outside.” Ye Hua said faintly and closed the bed lamp. 

Qing Ya rolled her eyes at Ye Hua, then said tenderly, “What do you want to eat tomorrow morning?” 

“Just go to the street and buy a Chinese crepe will do, the street is closer.” Ye Hua said lightly. 

“Are you being concern about me right now?” 

“You are thinking too much, I’m just concern about the child.” 

“Humph! I don’t want to talk to you anymore, I’m going to sleep now!” 

Ye Hua laughed lightly and looked towards the night sky that was outside of the window. I hope that Lie 

Gu won’t be as mischievous as he is in the past and make too much of a scene. 

Great Emperor Kaiser was extremely famous in the hitman world, any target that was being targeted by 

him wouldn’t be able to run away. However, my plan was actually spoiled by a mere dog today, this is 

simply spoiling my reputation. 

Borrowing the darkness, Great Emperor Kaiser jumped from one high building to another high building. I 

better go back and cook a packet of instant noodle to eat, then take a shower and go to sleep. I will take 
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my time to make another plan tomorrow. On the other hand, CEO Qing sure is truly beautiful, it would 

be great if she was still a virgin. Unfortunately, she had already bear the child of another man. Forget 

about it, forget about it, it’s not like I have never done a thing like being ruthless and destroying 

beautiful flowers like CEO Qing. 

After being a hitman for 8 years, I have comprehended one truth. As long as I act cool well, all the 

beautiful women would naturally come to me. 

“Woo, woo, woo~” 

Kaiser’s body came to a pause, and he almost tripped and fell. At the corner of the street, the figure of 

that dog from before could be seen. My god, how did it do it, to actually be able to run all the way ahead 

of me. 

Furthermore, its gaze is revealing out disdain, how is a dog able to have an expression like this, and also, 

what rights does it have to even disdain me! 

Not right, why am I minding about what a dog thinks. Perhaps, it just has the appearance of that which 

seems like it is always giving out a disdain look. Sigh, just what is going on with me tonight, my state of 

mind is in a complete mess. 

Entering into the small alley, Kaiser quickened his pace as he secretly turned his head around. At the 

distant, the head of a dog could be seen extending out, seemingly as if it was spying onto Kaiser. 

Kaiser became startled, are all the dogs so intelligent nowadays?! 

However, being followed by a dog is truly a big joke. Kaiser snorted coldly, and his body immediately 

disappeared from the spot, and his whereabouts were unknown. 

On the other hand, Lie Gu walked over unhurriedly to the spot where Kaiser disappeared from, then 

sniffed around. However, after sniffing around for a bit, he immediately felt that something wasn’t right. 

What am I even sniffing for… 
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At the park, Kaiser sat on a bench and looked around his surroundings. After confirming that there was 

no one else, he took out a packet of low-quality cigarettes, then took out a stick of cigarette and lighted 

it up. The flame of the lighter seemed particularly strange within the dark park. 

After ferociously taking a puff, Kaiser let out a sigh. I was actually scared by a dog, this is truly 

unfathomable. 

“Pssssssss~” 

Kaiser went into a daze as he numbly turned his head around and looked towards where the sound was 

coming from. It could be seen that, that dog from before was currently raising up one of its back legs 

and taking a piss. 

How did this dog chased up to me again! Just how was it able to do it! Could it be that this dog is a 

demon beast! But, even if it is a demon beast, it should have run away when it saw me, but this dog 
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actually took a piss right in front of me! And furthermore, this urine smell is too strong, look at that tree, 

that tree turned black because of the urine. 

Lie Gu shook its body and deeply let out a breath. I have forgotten how I even take a piss in the past… 

Eh… I don’t think I even had the need to take a piss in the past right? What is there even for a skeleton 

dragon to piss out? Piss out bone marrow? 

Lie Gu came to a stop at a spot that was 10 meters away from Kaiser and sat down on the floor, then 

stuck out its tongue, giving others a feeling that it was very endearingly silly and totally harmless. 

Looking at Lie Gu revealing out an expression like that, Kaiser let out a breath of relief as he flicked the 

cigarette bud, “What are you following me for?” 

Lie Gu crooked its head, appearing endearing silly. 

Kaiser was currently heavily suspecting that he had just met 3 dogs that looked completely similar. As a 

big sized pit bull, it actually has such an endearing silly look on it face, seems like it is a hybrid breed, and 

its breed should be husky… 

“Don’t follow me again!” Kaiser gave his final warning to the dog, he didn’t mind being a dog butcherer 

if the dog didn’t heed his warning. 

Lie Gu blocked Kaiser’s path. Lie Gu’s front legs were rubbing onto the grass, giving others a feeling as if 

there was a treasure under the grass. 

Actually, the fact was that, Lie Gu was thinking to himself, “How should I fight while I am in dog form? 

From the looks of it, asides from biting, there is nothing else. The dogs that appear on the television 

would always only bite too. Could it be that I have to copy Wei Chang, that Gluttonous Monster? 

However, I can try and see how it goes. Every time when I watch Wei Chang eat those humans, he 

always seemed very happy.” 

“Damned dog! If you don’t move aside, don’t blame me for killing you and making you into a stew!” 

Kaiser shouted out in a deep voice. A mere dog also dares to act cool in front of me, this dog really 

doesn’t want to live anymore. 

Lie Gu was currently recalled of His Honor. His Honor would always think about stewing me. 

Unknowingly, Lie Gu actually grinned. 

However, when Lie Gu’s grin fell into Kaiser’s eyes, he felt that the dog was precisely ridiculing him! 

There has never been anyone who dares to ridicule me, let alone a mere dog. I have decided that I will 

be eating dog meat today. Although eating dog meat during the summer would cause one to sweat, 

worse comes to worst, I will just take a shower! 

Kaiser shouted out deeply, and a gust of wind appeared out of nowhere. After placing his fist by his 

waist for a short moment, he suddenly launched out his fist! 

Immediately, the tree leaves that were on the ground spiraled around his fist. How could this even be 

counted as wanting to stew dog meat, he was simply intending on making minced dog meat! 



Lie Gu looked indifferently at the fist that was attacking towards him and lifted up his front right paw, 

and furthermore, he only stretched out one of the small piece of nail. Why was it one small piece of 

nail? It was because my women said that my nails were too sharp, and it would hurt them when I 

grabbed onto them~ 

Thus, I fixed my nails. It has to be known that Lie Gu dotes on his women very much. Not only did they 

trimmed his nails, they even painted nail polish onto his nails, and furthermore, the nail polish was red 

in color too. Sissy dog… 

“Bang!” 

An air ripple scattered out towards all directions, the tree leaves rustled continuously, and some small 

and thin trees even snapped because of the air ripple. 

Kaiser’s gaze was grave, why does it feel like my fist landed onto a small and thin thing? Lifting up his 

head and taking a look, why is this dog still in front of me, shouldn’t this dog have exploded from that 

fist of mine! 

Not right! My fist! 

Slowly retracting back his fist, and looking at the dog nail that was painted with red color nail polish, 

Kaiser’s expression immediately changed. Without thinking much, he immediately pulled apart their 

distance. 

How is it possible! This dog actually blocked my fist with its nail! Although I didn’t use all my strength, 

that fist of mine still wasn’t something that a dog should be able to block! 

“Who sent you here!” 

“Woo~” 

Imperial translation: “Fool.” 

“If you have the guts, speak!” 

“Woo, woo, woo~” 

Imperial translation: “Have you ever seen before a dog that could speak? Fool.” 


